UNSUPERVISED DOMAIN ADAPTATION WITH MULTIPLE ACOUSTIC MODELS
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the problem of adapting a recognition system with multiple acoustic models to a new domain in unsupervised mode. We compare maximum likelihood and discriminative approaches for unsupervised domain adaptation.
Different adaptation data selection methods and adaptation
strategies are investigated, using a baseline meeting recognition system and adaptation data from a congressional committee web site. Experiments show that one should avoid adapting all acoustic models to the same recognition output, and
that ASR confidence estimates improve results when used for
rejecting low-quality ASR output. The results show 8% relative overall improvement from unsupervised adaptation.
Index Terms— domain adaptation, unsupervised adaptation, discriminative adaptation
1. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with unsupervised adaptation of acoustic
models for state-of-the-art, multipass, large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems. The goal is
to improve the speech recognition accuracy of such a recognition system in a domain that it was not trained for, using
untranscribed adaptation data.
This problem is particularly pressing as vast amounts of
speech data are now available on the internet, from an everincreasing range of domains and genres, such as broadcast
shows, parliamentary proceedings, and other forms of public discourse and meetings. All such data should be made
searchable and otherwise amenable to text processing, yet
well-matched automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems
are typically only available for a small subset of domains.
In this paper, we apply a recognition system trained for the
meeting recognition task evaluated by NIST [1] to congressional committee recordings available from the House Armed
Services Committee (HASC) web site.
Previous studies on domain adaptation include supervised adaptation of acoustic models with discriminative criteria [2, 3], or unsupervised adaptation with maximum likelihood criterion [4]. Most work investigates adapting a single
y This work was performed while the author was at SRI.

set of acoustic models. In this study, due to the fact that we
don’t have manual transcripts available for the HASC domain
data except for the evaluation subset, we focus on unsupervised adaptation of acoustic models for a complex multipass
LVCSR system with multiple sets of acoustic models and
internal cross-adaptation stages. We investigate whether discriminative training criteria can be effective in unsupervised
adaptation, and how different adaptation data selection and
adaptation strategies affect the accuracy of intermediate and
final recognition hypotheses.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the baseline LVCSR system is introduced. In Section 3,
we describe the task and data used in this study. In Section
4, different adaptation data selection methods and adaptation
strategies are discussed. In Section 5, we compare maximum
likelihood and discriminative adaptation techniques. Section
6 presents experimental results, and Section 7 offers conclusions.
2. BASELINE MULTIPASS LVCSR SYSTEM
The baseline multipass LVCSR system is the SRI-ICSI meeting and lecture recognition system [5], as used in the NIST
RT-07 evaluations [1]. The decoding architecture is depicted in Figure 1. Both Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC) and perceptual linear prediction (PLP) front-ends
are used. The decoding outputs of different acoustic models
are combined twice using word confusion networks (denoted
by crossed ovals in the figure). Except for the initial decodings, the acoustic models are cross-adapted to the output of
a previous step using maximum likelihood linear regression
(MLLR). Lattices are regenerated initially to speed up subsequent decoding steps. The lattices are regenerated once
later to improve their accuracy, after adapting to the outputs
of the first combination step. The lattice generation steps
use within-word (nonCW) triphone models to generate high
density lattices (thick lattices), and decoding from lattices
uses two crossword (CW) models as MFCC-CW and PLPCW. Each decoding step generates either lattices or N-best
lists, both of which are rescored with a 4-gram language
model (LM) that interpolates probability estimates from various source-specific LMs (meeting transcripts, telephone
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Fig. 1. Baseline multipass recognition system

conversations, web data, and broadcast news; see details in
[6, 5]). N-best output is also rescored with duration models for phones and pauses. The rescored N-best lists from
the three component systems, namely, MFCC-CW, MFCCnonCW, and PLP-CW, are combined using N-best ROVER
algorithm [7] and the final output is generated from this threeway system combination. The entire system runs around 3
times real time (3xRT) on Intel 3.0 GHz 2x4-core CPUs.
More details about the baseline system are available in [5].

3. TASK
The task is to apply our baseline meeting recognition system
to the HASC data domain and improve the recognition performance. The HASC video data is downloaded from the government web site at http://armedservices.house.
gov/hearing_information.shtml. We downloaded
61 hours of videos from June 2009 to January 2010 and extracted the audio data with the ffmpeg package. The 61
hours of speech data are divided into a 50-hour adaptation set
and an 11-hour evaluation set. Only the 11-hour evaluation
set is manually transcribed and the 50-hour adaptation set has
no manual transcription.
The baseline system acoustic models are trained on about
200 hours of meeting data, as well as two much larger corpora
of non-meeting data. The MFCC-based models use about
1400 hours of telephone conversation as additional training
data, whereas the PLP models are based on 900 hours of
broadcast news as additional data; for details see [5]. All of
these data sources are mismatched in style, topic, and acoustic
conditions to the HASC target domain. Still, the final output
of the baseline system has a word error rate (WER) of 17.5%
on the evaluation set.
For adaptation purposes, the full baseline system is run
on all 61 hours of audio data (including both adaptation set
and evaluation set); the resulting hypotheses are used as adaptation data for the unsupervised adaptation experiments reported here.

To adapt the acoustic models to a new domain, MLLR [8]
and maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) [9] methods can
be used. While it has been shown that MLLR can be effective with a limited amount of adaptation data, MAP is typically more effective with larger amounts of in-domain data.
If transcriptions of the in-domain data are available, supervised MLLR or MAP adaptation can be performed. Without
transcriptions, recognition outputs from the baseline system
need to be used, giving unsupervised adaptation. In this paper, we focus on the unsupervised case, both because that is
the case of greatest practical relevance, and because only a
small amount of data (the evaluation portion) could be transcribed for this study.
Given the amount of adaptation data, we focus our investigation on MAP-adaptation only, and investigate alternative schemes to get the best use out of the available untranscribed adaptation data. At the same time, we hold constant
the unsupervised MLLR adaptation strategy that is depicted
in Figure 1. To clarify the distinction between the two levels of adaptation, system-internal MLLR adaptation uses only
the test data being recognized, one HASC session at a time,
whereas MAP adaptation uses all the pooled adaptation data,
prior to recognition.
4.1. Adaptation Data Selection
Since all adaptation is unsupervised, the 11-hour test set of
in-domain data can either be included in, or excluded from
the unsupervised training set for MAP-adaptation. If we include the testing data and adapt on all 61 hours, there is more
data for unsupervised MAP-adaptation. However, in this way,
the acoustic models have already seen the test set and MLLR
on the test data will be less effective. Furthermore, all three
acoustic models will be rendered more similar, possibly reducing the benefits of system combination inside the recognition system. Therefore, we will investigate both including
and excluding the test data from the MAP adaptation set.
4.2. Adaptation Topology
Another important issue is adaptation topology, that is, how
to choose the unsupervised adaptation hypotheses for each
set of acoustic models in MAP-adaptation. We investigate
three different adaptation strategies: joint adaptation, selfadaptation, and extended cross-adaptation. The schemes are
depicted graphically in Figure 4.2.
Joint adaptation
In joint adaptation, we use the final output hypothesis
from the baseline system on the in-domain data (61 hours or
50 hours) to adapt all three sets of acoustic models: MFCCnonCW, MFCC-CW, and PLP-CW models. Since in this case
the same, best hypothesis is used for adapting all models, we
expect the best decoding performance from each component
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Fig. 2. Three adaptation topologies for acoustic model combination: joint adaptation (left), self adaptation (middle), and
extended cross-adaptation (right).

system. However, since the final output of the adapted system
is itself obtained by combining three (adapted) component
systems, adapting all acoustic models to the same hypotheses may reduce their diversity and may not be the best choice
after system combination in testing.

5. UNSUPERVISED DISCRIMINATIVE
ADAPTATION
We also experiment with unsupervised MAP-adaptation using both maximum likelihood (ML) MAP and discriminative
MAP.

Self-adaptation
To make system combination more effective, one adaptation strategy is to adapt different acoustic models with different hypotheses. Self-adaptation is one choice: the output
hypotheses of an acoustic model before system combination
are used to adapt the corresponding acoustic model itself. For
example, we only use the final 1-best decoding hypotheses
(on 61 hours or 50 hours) from the MFCC-CW system to
adapt the MFCC-CW model. In this way, during decoding,
the component systems will be less correlated and more complementary in the information they contribute to system combination.
Extended cross-adaptation
The cross-adaptation topology adapts each model with the
hypotheses from a different model, or in our extended implementation, the combined hypotheses from the rest of the models. The rationale of extended cross-adaptation is that one
recognition system may be able to recognize some samples
that are difficult for other systems. Therefore, each recognition system may be able to provide samples that are very informative for the other systems during adaptation. Also, compared to self-adaptation, extended cross-adaptation reduces
the tendency of learning self-produced errors in the adaptation hypotheses. In the extended cross-adaptation topology
for MAP-adaptation, we use the N-best-ROVER output of the
MFCC-CW and MFCC-nonCW systems to adapt the PLPCW model, the N-best ROVER output of the MFCC-nonCW
and PLP-CW systems to adapt the MFCC-CW model, and the
N-best ROVER output of the MFCC-CW and PLP-CW systems to adapt the MFCC-nonCW model. In this approach,
diversity may still be preserved while there is less concern
about accumulating errors when adapting to the output of a
model itself. We denote the systems providing adaptation hypotheses the teacher, and the system using the adaptation hypotheses the student.

5.1. ML-MAP Adaptation
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5.2. Discriminative MAP Adaptation
Standard ML-MAP has been extended to incorporate discriminative training criteria such as MMI and MPE [10]. Discriminative MAP has two steps of operation. In the first step,
the unadapted mean and variance are adapted with ML-MAP.
In the second step, discriminative training is performed and
the ML-MAP updated parameters are used as the prior for
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Table 1. WER (%) results on the 11-hour evaluation set with
different adaptation data sets. The 61hrs-set includes the test
data, while the 50hrs-set excludes it.
First output Final output
Baseline
31.0
17.5
ML-MAP on 50hrs
27.1
16.5
ML-MAP on 61hrs
24.2
17.1
num
num
den
where jm
and jm
(O) are the numerator statistics, jm
and
den
jm (O) are the denominator statistics, ^jm is the model mean
for the previous iteration of the MMI training, and Djm is the
Gaussian-dependent parameter for the extended Baum-Welch
(EBW) algorithm.
MMI-MAP has been successfully applied in supervised
discriminative adaptation of a single set of acoustic models [2]. In this work, we will evaluate its efficacy on unsupervised adaptation for a multipass system. Furthermore,
we will investigate the use of boosted MMI (BMMI) [11]
as the discriminative training criterion in MMI-MAP. BMMI
is a variant of MMI whereby the likelihoods of paths in the
denominator lattice that have a relatively higher phone error
are boosted.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1. Adaptation Strategies
First, we evaluate whether it is beneficial to include the 11hour evaluation set in the unsupervised MAP-adaptation.
ML-MAP experiments are performed with the full 61-hour
adaptation set and the 50-hour adaptation set. The ML-MAP
smoothing factor  is set to 20. All three acoustic models
are adapted with the final baseline output, that is, the joint
adaptation topology is used. The adapted models are then
used to re-run decoding of the evaluation set. For evaluation,
we look at both the initial decoding results from the MFCC
nonCW stage and the final system output. The results are
shown in Table 1. By including the same 11-hour evaluation
set in the unsupervised adaptation, the initial decoding results
are 2.9% absolute better than with the 50-hour adaptation
set. However, the final performance is 0.6% absolute worse
with the 61-hour adaptation set. This observation is consistent with our hypothesis that including the evaluation data in
unsupervised MAP-adaptation dramatically reduces diversity
between the three component systems and left little room
for improvement from MLLR cross-adaptation and system
combination in decoding. Therefore, to improve the final
performance of the multipass LVCSR system, the evaluation
data should be excluded from the unsupervised adaptation
data in MAP-adaptation.
Next, we compare different adaptation topologies for
MAP-adaptation using the 50-hour adaptation set. The results are shown in Table 2. The results from each of the

Table 2. WER (%) results with different MAP-adaptation
topologies.
mel-cw mel-noncw plp-cw final
Baseline
19.1
20.9
18.0
17.5
Joint adaptation
17.9
19.3
16.8
16.5
Self-adaptation
18.3
19.4
17.2
16.6
Extended
Cross-adaptation
18.0
19.3
16.9
16.3
Table 3. WER (%) results with ML-MAP
adaptations.
mel-cw mel-noncw
Baseline
19.1
20.9
ML-MAP
18.0
19.3
BMMI-MAP
17.9
19.4

and BMMI-MAP
plp-cw
18.0
16.9
17.4

final
17.5
16.3
16.5

three subsystems before N-best ROVER combination are
also compared. Although self-adaptation has worse results
in all three subsystems before combination, it gives similar
results to the joint adaptation after combination, presumably
because the subsystems are more complementary. Extended
cross-adaptation gives slightly better results over both joint
adaptation and self-adaptation, apparently striking the best
balance between subsystem improvement and complementarity.
6.2. Discriminative Adaptation
Several discriminative adaptation techniques are examined in
this unsupervised adaptation task. We adopt the extended
cross-adaptation topology for the following experiments. The
I-smoothing factor  I is set to 25 in BMMI-MAP. As shown
in Table 3, BMMI-MAP performed similar or slightly worse
than ML-MAP. In addition, as shown in Table 4, BMMI-MAP
performance tends to drop quickly over iterations. This indicates that the errors in the adaptation hypothesis are more
detrimental to discriminative adaptation. This observation is
consistent with the findings on unsupervised discriminative
acoustic model training. Since discriminative training aims
to reduce the difference between the recognized output and
the correct transcription, where in the case of unsupervised
training/adaptation the “correct” transcriptions are in fact errorful recognition output, discriminative training/adaptation
is therefore far more sensitive to the accuracy of the transcriptions than ML training [12].
6.3. Data Selection/Filtering
In the previous experiment, we have shown that extended
cross-adaptation results are just slightly better than selfadaptation and joint adaptation. In that experiment, we used
all recognition hypotheses from other subsystems to adapt the

Table 4. WER (%) results with BMMI-MAP adaptations over
iterations.
mel-cw mel-noncw plp-cw
Baseline
19.1
20.9
18.0
ML-MAP
18.0
19.3
16.9
iter1
17.9
19.4
17.4
BMMI-MAP iter2
18.4
19.7
17.7
iter3
18.7
19.4
17.8
current model. We denote this strategy the naive approach.
However, these adaptation hypotheses are quite noisy (word
error rate in the range of 18% to 20%). To avoid using very
errorful data for MAP-adaptation, we developed a data selection/filtering approach, denoted max-conf. In this approach,
we select adaptation hypotheses that have confidence scores
above a certain threshold  from the teacher system.
We approximated the confidence score of a hypothesis
with a weighted sum of its word confidence scores.
Conf(h) =

PNi

wi )  Dur(wi )
PNi (Dur
(wi )

=1 Conf

=1

(4)

where N is the number of words in the hypothesis h, and
Conf(wi ) and Dur(wi ) are the confidence score and duration
of the word wi , respectively. The confidence score thus computed is an estimate for the per-frame average probability of
correct recognition.
To compute the word-level confidence scores, we used a
neural network that takes several word-level features as input [13]. The main input feature used is the word posterior
probability obtained from the N-best ROVER algorithm. Additional minor features include the overall length of the hypothesis and the normalized relative position of the word in
the word string. The neural network was trained on an English broadcast news test set. System output had been labeled
as correct or incorrect by a dynamic alignment between the
hypothesis and the reference word strings. Two output nodes
were used (2 classes: correct and incorrect), with softmax
output layers. The training criterion was cross-entropy minimization. The network had one hidden layer with 4 hidden
nodes.
We conducted a grid search to optimize the minimumconfidence  for the max-conf data selection/filtering approach and results are shown in Table 5. Note that the result
from the naive approach is the same as shown in Table 2. We
obtained the best final WER of 16.1% from extended crossadaptation with  = 0:7. This way, extended cross-adaptation
produced 1.4% absolute gain in WER over the baseline, and
0.4% and 0.5% absolute gain over joint-adaptation and selfadaptation, respectively.
In the previous discussion, we hypothesized that recognition errors could be more detrimental to discriminative adaptation than to ML adaptation. Hence, we also examined the

effect of applying max-conf data selection when comparing
ML-MAP and BMMI-MAP. The results are shown in Table 6.
As can be seen, using max-conf data selection improved both
ML-MAP and BMMI-MAP adaptation performance. In particular, with filtering adaptation data with  = 0:85, maxconf improved BMMI-MAP by 0.4% absolute over the naive
approach. Unfortunately, even with max-conf data selection,
BMMI-MAP is still not giving a gain over ML-MAP, both
reaching 16.1% final WER.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an experimental study in unsupervised domain adaptation for a multipass LVCSR system with multiple acoustic models. We observed that it is better to exclude
the evaluation data from the unsupervised adaptation. Adapting each acoustic model to a different intermediate hypothesis yields better results than adapting to the same combined
hypothesis. Finally, unsupervised discriminative adaptation
shows performance improvements similar to ML adaptation,
after investigations of data selection/filtering approaches.
Future work can go in several directions. First, we plan to
investigate other confidence score estimation approaches such
as explicit sentence level confidence score estimation, conducting the sentence level data selection directly on the phone
accuracy domain for discriminative training, and the use of
state confidence scores for data selection. Second, we will investigate unsupervised discriminative adaptation with active
learning, similar to the work of employing direct manual transcription for discriminative training [14]. Finally, we may incorporate unsupervised language model adaptation [15] in the
framework presented here.
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